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Gorila Auto

Gorila Auto Gorila by Buddha Seeds is a tremendously "animal" strain, in both production and effect. Be careful with this stallion because he
doesn´t play. Just a few puffs will be enough to leave you stuck on the couch. Its high THC content in the purest style of American genetics will
leave you KO in the first “round”.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax 84,00 €
Price with discount 69,42 €
Salesprice with discount
Sales price 84,00 €
Sales price without tax 69,42 €
Discount
Tax amount 14,58 €

Ask a question about the seed
Seed BankBuddha Seeds
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Gorila Auto
If you thought that nothing could leave you "knockout" in the first round, wait to try Auto Gorila, Buddha Seeds' own version of the well-known
American Gorilla Glue that arrives directly to take the first place of the most powerful genetics on the market. Get ready to experience and feel
the hard "hit" of this cannabis beast.
From Buddha Seeds we took on this great challenge to develop a strain of extreme potency and offer the consumer a top-level experience. We
were aware that it would not be an easy task, but we can say that we are very satisfied with the result.
We introduce you to Gorila Auto, a tremendously “animal” variety in both production and effect. Be careful with this stallion because he doesn´t
play. Just a few hits will be enough to leave you stuck on the couch. Its high THC content in the purest style of American genetics will leave you
KO in the first “round”. Therefore, do not be surprised if this variety becomes your ally for sleepless nights, body pain or days of high stress.
And if the effects are powerful, so will your crops. Your hands will get glued to the huge buds due to the tremendous amount of trichomes it
generates. Gorila is pure resin and will cover your plant in a brilliant white blanket.
Cultivation cares are reduced compared to the big volume of the harvest. We are facing a stallion of productivity. We are not exaggerating by
saying that Gorila's performance is very high; a whole scale buster, both indoors and outdoors. Of course, it is a hungry variety that requires a
lot of food.
Other benefits are: the resistance to diseases, to cold climates and a greater tolerance to pruning and cultivation techniques.
As for flavors, Gorila is rich in terpenes and the aroma is a mix of citrus and pine notes. All of this, wrapped in earthy notes, characteristic of the
American lines. Some of the phenotypes develop notes of chocolate, that make the flavor of its dense smoke, blend perfect together with the
other nuances.
With all that, we can only ask you to reserve space in your next crop for this delicacy and cannabis animal.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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